Solutions for education

Lexmark Testing Assistant
Quickly and easily assess student skills

Key Features

Ready to raise standards by lowering the cost and time barriers

Accessibility

associated with preprinted test forms, manual pre-slugging

The solution is accessible from virtually any web

and off-site scoring?

browser on PCs, Macs and tablets, with nothing to

With Lexmark Testing Assistant, you can now afford to test your

install and no IT resources required. It also adheres to

students more often and for less expense, without adding to
your education team’s workload.
The solution allows teachers to import class rosters, create

a full spectrum of security standards for a safer, more
productive education environment.
Test Answer Sheets

test answer sheets, scan and grade completed tests, and

Create personalized answer sheets with multiple

export results to virtually any learning management system.

choice questions, math grids and subjective questions

This innovative functionality is available from the convenience

for essays or write-in responses. You can also quickly

of virtually any web browser and by leveraging the power of

design generic answer sheets with bubble-in student

Lexmark multi-function printers (MFPs).

ID grids tailored for larger classes.

Using the solution, educators can print their own test materials
on affordable plain paper and scan the completed tests to
automatically score them. Results are available in minutes,
along with a variety of reports that can be used to accurately
analyze student performance.

Simplify and speed student assessment
Print Tests: The Print Test option enables you to
download and print personalized answer sheets from
your computer, and answer sheets can be printed on
demand using plain paper to save even more time
and money.

Grade Processing and Tracking
Automatic processing is handled in the cloud once
tests are received from the Lexmark MFP. After the
grading process, exception-based workflow occurs
so teachers can review blank answers, resolve
multiple responses and make corrections before
grades are finalized.
Advanced Grading Capabilities
The solution allows for more than one correct
response and sets question points for correct,
incorrect and blank answers. Educators can set a test
benchmark to quickly see which students achieve the

Grade Tests: Scanned completed answer sheets from

desired score, and the solution provides scores on

the Lexmark MFP are sent directly to the cloud where

specific learning objectives or standards in addition

tests are automatically processed.

to the overall test.

Create Summary Reports: Prompt reporting

Integration

capabilities help you respond to individual learning

Users can quickly export raw data from CSV, Excel,

gaps or class comprehension issues, and the solution

Access and more to other formats for easy import

provides different reports that can be downloaded

into analysis applications. The solution also imports

for more detailed reviews.

rosters listing student, teacher, class and test
information for fast identification and tracking.

Solutions for education
Reporting tools for clear, actionable information
This powerful solution provides a variety of reporting options
that can help educators close learning gaps through datadriven interventions. Reports include:
}} Student Statistics Report

With the Testing Assistant, assessment tasks can be automated
so educators spend less time on manual tasks and more time
supporting students. Here’s how it works:

1 Create and print custom answer sheets

}} Test Analysis Report
}} Student Response Report
}} Class Learning Objectives Report
}} Student Achievement Report
}} Condensed Test Report
}} Item Analysis Report
}} Student Grade Report
}} Student Test Report
}} Test Statistics Report

2 Send completed tests to the cloud from a
Lexmark MFP

}} Test Item Statistics Report

Fast and Affordable Testing Assistant
Lexmark Testing Assistant offers public and private
institutions an affordable, hassle-free way to implement a
Lexmark MFP-based assessment solution.
With the solution, you will:

3 Grade, report and manage tests for all students
and classes

}} Save teachers time by eliminating manual grading
}} Reduce expenses by creating personalized answer
sheets, with no special paper required
}} Deliver powerful functionality with easy-to-learn web
interface available from most web browsers
}} Provide comprehensive test analysis with built-in
grading reports that show performance on tests
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